Preclinical trials--an update on translational research in ALS.
Translational research has become a strategy which describes the steps from in vitro experimental therapy, its translation into experimental animals and finally to humans. However, this translation of hypotheses from one of these levels to another faces a number of difficulties which are currently of major interest for the development of therapeutics. In particular, in the previously untreatable motor neuron diseases, the steps from genes to transgenic animals and finally to the patient have proven difficult. High expectations have not met with the transfer of numerous therapies from experimental animals to men; there are many in- and outside the field which already question the value of animal models. It is the opinion of the authors that we should not dismiss the models before we have not defined generally accepted standards of protocols for therapeutic studies in experimental animals. Only if a generally agreed standardized and validated methodology in mice cannot predict the human response to therapeutics, an animal model should be abandoned. In contrast, the value of translating genetic findings to experimental animals and men is currently shown for motor proteins; in particular the functional impact of dynactin and dynein for the integrity of motor neurons of rodents and men are in the center of interest.